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From: Julie Schimunek 
Sent: Thursday, October 17, 2013 9:27 AM
To: Commission Secretary BCUC:EX
Subject: Concern over the EMF's from Smart Meter and Opt Out Fee Penalty

Dear Commission Secretary, 
        We are very concerned about the smart meters, the increase in cell towers and now the plan to increase 
costs for us to stay 
safe in our own home.  When I first heard about the smart meter I watched many hours of videos from real 
people monitoring the electromagnetic frequencies online with a High Frequency Analyzer made in 
Germany.  The  more I watched, the more I was convinced that I needed to purchase one myself to do my 
own research. I knew I needed proper imperical data to go up against Hydro.  It cost me 497.00 approx.  The 
first day I turned it on in my own home I was startled to find that my hand held phone base was very hot and 
when I turned the phone on, away from the base, it climbed to the point where the last reading  was 1999. 
The level of EMF became unreadable.  Next I checked our wifi..same story.  This would explain why my 
face would become read and blotchy after too much computer time.   
We took action.  We now have everything hardwired in-phones and computers.  Of course I said no to the 
smart meter program and still have my old reliable analogue meter on my home. 
         Now we are faced with the idea that Telus wants to come into our town and put up a cell tower.  I have 
taken my meter into larger cities and read the cell towers.  They are unreadable.  Even at half a block away, 
my machine could pick up the activity on the IMAC building in , BC.  One small cell tower on a 
roof in  was unreadable as well. We have refused the smart meter and now to stay safe in our own 
homes we are forced to pay an extra $35.00 a month to ensure our health does not suffer.  What about the 
ones who cannot afford to pay?  This is outrageous!  There is so much research done internationally on the 
harmful effects of EMF's but this is being overlooked.  We do not want a meter in our small village, we do 
not want smart meters.  If I had my way, all homes would be completely hard wired in.   
          I know of people who cannot live in areas that buzz with this new technology.  Where can they go? 
Our own son had to move out of his apartment building in  when they were installed as he heard a 
ringing in his ears continuously.  I went to his building and tested outside the door where the meters were.  
It was blasting off EMF's and showed no signs of stopping.  Now this is contrary to BC Hydro's information 
that they only transmit once a day.  That may be true, but they left out the part that they continously give off 
high levels of EMF's.  I checked the building where my mother in law lives.  Same story. Why is the health 
issue not addressed?  Here  there are no readings on the smart meters that I have tested and of 
course that is because the GRID IS NOT TURNED ON YET.  But dear secretary, how many will it affect 
once it is turned on?   

         There needs to be a full blown investigation into this.   I am not a scientist but I know what my 
analyzer has shown me. It was designed to detect harmful radiation from anything that has an EMF.  
Science does not lie.  I hope you can help to bring about change in this matter for the safety of all citizens 
AND our environment. Our hope is that people can keep their old meters without a cost.  Also, anyone who 
had one installed on their home against their will can have the old one back without cost. 

Sincerely,  
Mrs. Julie Schimunek 
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